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About This Content

Straight from Kadokawa, here are Japanese darkness and curses themed generator parts!

From dashing heroes and dastardly villains to unassuming NPCs, characters are at the core of all role playing games. And now,
you can make character creation even easier!

RPG Maker MV's character generator is a powerful tool and a fan-favorite when it comes to quickly creating a cast for any
project. With Japanese Character Generator Expansion 2, you can add a touch of classic Japan to your RPG Maker projects.
With emphasis on darkness and curses, Expansion 2 parts are an essential part of your growing RPG Maker resource library.

Includes:

Front Hair: 3 Male, 3 Female

Rear Hair: 3 Male, 3 Female

Mouth: 2 Male/Female (common to both sex), 1 Female

Facial Mark: 3 Male/Female (common to both sex)

Clothing: 3 Male, 3 Female
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Accessory 1: 3 Male/Female (common to both sex)

Accessory 2: 5 Male/Female (common to both sex), 1 Male

Glasses: 2 Male/Female (common to both sex)

For a total of 35 all new parts.
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Publisher:
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This game is headed in the right direction.

Realize this is a very EARLY stage in the game, so its not perfect.

I love where it is going!. I'd give it :grimind:\/10
Otherwise a good psychological thriller.. I really like this game. It provides a good challenge, and beating my previous time
always feels like a good achievement. The powerups have good variety, although lately I just seem to save up for a rocket. This
VR game is certainly worth the money.. As of right now i would so its broken, i can launch the game and the whole 1st day thing
starts but it never moves on. I hope im just being an idoit but for now i call it busted. :( wasted my $10. Little to be seen besides
text. Choices don't seem to change story at all. Humor is sparse.
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A great randomized ASCII strategy game/simulator. Very active and responsive dev.. Very limited option customization, cannot
change controls, it seems the designers had no understanding of the equipment in the game, frustrating gameplay. 3/10 only for
the graphics.. This eighth visual novel from Zeiva Inc feature a female protagonist Chi An who was born colour blind. After an
encounter with the dragon Tian Zhao, Chi An was able to see all the colours around her again. Years later, Chi An would be
betrothed to her childhood friend Ming Jie who is studying and working hard for her with the blessings of both sides's parents,
while Tian Zhao would re-appear into Chi An's life again and cause Chi An to question her perceived lack of personal freedom
and the responsibilities expected of her. Chi An would also meet a half-dragon boy Tian Xi and a dragon priest Xu Wei, both
with their own background story and personal motivations where Chi An could have an ending with.

Although there are no Steam achievements to obtain in this game and the Steam take screenshot button feature doesn't work, the
game has an in-game achievement page that will track and show all unlocked in-game achievements that are awarded upon
fulfilling various different conditions over multiple playthroughs where bonus unlockable extra content in the form of a side
story, CG, character backgrounds and developer comments will be awarded upon obtaining all in-game achievements. The game
has beautiful artwork, great opening and ending movie, theme song and soundtracks. On a linked Tumblr page of Zeiva Inc's
website(Orz Corporation), a soundtrack DLC and a guide for the game was announced to be in development(3 June 2017),
while an announced (reverse) harem ending (1 April 2017)seem to be in the bonus unlockable side story. The guide is now
available at Zeiva Inc's website. I had originally planned to recommend the game when at discount of less than $10 (as it takes
less than 10 hours to obtain all achievements, read and unlock all bonus content) or if the announced soundtrack DLC comes in
a free DLC and when an annoying bug where a red screen might occasionally appear and block out all view of the screen is
fixed, I have decided to reconsider and recommend the game at the current discounted price of 20% off at the time of this
review after reading through the developer comments that this game took up to 6 years to produce and involved a lot of hard
work from the developer. Overall, recommended for fans of Zeiva Inc(me, me! xD), those who enjoy visual novels in an ancient
Chinese setting with a bit of background information on traditional Chinese culture, beautiful artwork, great soundtracks and
does not have any Steam achievements.. Very fun and strategic game. nice music and worh its price. If you don't like Visual
Novels and want control over the story then this isn't for you - but if you are not put off by these then you will enjoy it. Artwork
is good and the dynamic movement is done very well.

I really enjoyed myself and I'm looking forward to the next volume. Adorable and well worth the time.. Haven't left my parents
basement since i bought the game.

But seriously, it's a fun game. Mixture between EVE and X-series but simpler. It has it's issues and bugs but for the price you
can look past all that.. My initial review of the game recommended it but also begged for more content. I was very quickly told
by the devs that there was a new update that would make replaying ththe game worth it. For the most part I can agree. The single
player update was an awesome leap in the right direction. More importantly they saw that I loved the game and went out of their
way to reply to me. This game deserves some attention. It's fun for lovers of tabletop games or turn based fantasy. I admit it
took a bit for me to get into it at first but I got hooked. I love this game and I'm excited to see what the developers do.. i really
enjoyed this strategy rpg, at the asking price i am confident you wont be dissapointed and will most certainly get your moneys
worth, a very pleasant surprise. plenty of lore that drags you into the game.
. RC Cars with:
+ absurd physics
+ a lot of different power-up's
+ and even more absurd physics

Just perfect! Love it!

Owned a (non-Steam) copy many years ago - played it a lot. Now it's mostly nostalgie.. I found this some times frustrating...
before I realized, how to? :D
Nice 2D Platformer.
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